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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the double-gimbaled mirror used in this work (b) a micrograph of the
achlal MEMS mirror.

We demonstrate full closed-loop control of electrostatically acruated double-gimbaled MEMS
mirrors and use them in a free space optical crossconnect with switching times of less than IOms,
and optical power stability of better than 0.2 dB.

Controller

1. Introduction
In high port count 3D-MEMS optical C~OSSCOIInects (OXC) [ I ] one is typically faced with the
challenge of achieving as large a mirror angular
swing as possible with a minimum separation
between the ports to achieve low optical lass.
MEMS based OXCs demonstrated to date use
open loop architecture. The physics of an electro-

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the MEMS servo control hanvare and sohare.
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[2], which lies behveen 113 and Ii2 of the mi&
"touchdown" angle (i.e., when the mirror plate
physically contacts the underlying electrodes).
Thus, under open loop control, the mle of thumb
is to limit the mirror tilt angles to less than a third
of the touchdown angle. Stated differently, the
physical air gap employed is more than three
times larger than necessary to achieve the physical swing angle desired resulting in unnecessarily
high drive voltage requirements.
Additional complexity in OXC systems arises
from the extremely high pointing accuracy
required, regardless of the technology used. Typically, an angular misalignment of the order of 100
wad is all it takes to increase the optical lass by
fractions of a dB Maintaining such a pointing
accuacy of MEMS mirrors over long periods of
time is a challenge, given the mahlrity of this
technology Also, stochastic pemubations such as
shock and vibration can introduce mechanical
misalignment into the mirror position leading to
severe penalties in optical performance.
All of these issues can be eliminated through the
use of active position control of the MEMS mirrors. Servo controlled mirrors can be actuated far
beyond the snap-down angle [3] thereby reducing
the air eau and thus drive voltaae. Servo control

2. MEMS mirror description and servo controller design
The MEMS mirrors used in this work are 2-axis
gimbaled tilting mirrors made of 1 0 0 thick sin&-crystal &on with radiuses from 400 to
4 5 0 p . The mirrors are suspended by torsional

mines. and are desiened to have resonant fre&&sat
zero deflezion angle between 300 and
400 Hz (both axes). The Q value in air for both
axes is -3-5. The mirror is achmted through the
application of voltages to four electrodes located
8 0 0 underneath the mirror with the geometri

portion can he used for angular sensing through
differential capacitance measurements [4]. In this
work, the MEMS mirror position is detected by
optical means, however, capacitive and optical
sensing methods are both compatible with our
control approach.
In dealing with the electrodynamicsof these types of
imchres, a number of simplirying assumptions
have to be made. If their effect is small, then they
can be bundled into the margin that a good servo
design has to account for (this is not the case far an
open Imp system though). These assumptions m:i)
we neglect any elecuostatic action on the mirmr
springs; ii) we mat only torsional motion and
neglect any other modes; iii) torsional springs have
linear angle and torque relationship; iv) we neglect
all inter-axis mechanical coupling @ut not coupling
in the electrostatic tomue):
. . v). the mirror damping
. . is
independent of angle.
Let's call a the angle around the gimbal axis (Y)
and B the angle around the mirror axis (X). Then
the emations of motion around bath axes are
given by:
Jy d2ddY2+ yy dddY + Kya = Tu(@)
JX d2ddx2+ yx dd8X

+ Kxa = TX(a,p)

(1)

TxU(a,/I) ace the electrostatic torques, y ~ ( the
~ ,
damping parameters, JxCv the moments of inertia,
and KTm the torsional spring stiffness. Jxv, can
be estimated based on geometry, and Kxm and
y x(y)can be determined experimentally.
Equations ( I ) describe a classical two-dimensional second order linear system, far which wellknown linear control techniques can be used to
design a controller using torque as the control
variable [5]. The torques TxV(a,/I, V I ,V 2 ,V 3 ,Vd,
depend in a nonlinear fashion on the two angles
and four electrode voltagcs, which are the actual
control inputs to the electrostatic system. If one
can establish a goad knowledge af this nonlinearity, the necessary applied voltages can then be
determined using an inverse torque function.
We can approximate the electrostatic torques

based on mirror symmetry with the fallowing
formulas:

C(a,/I) is the driving electrode capacitance with
respect to the mirror node (it is assumed to be the
same for all quadrants).
Under S ~ N Ooperation, the torques Tx,V(a,,9)are
calculated by the controller. Then one needs to
find a combination of voltages that will provide
these torques. Eq. (2) represents two equations
with four variables to solve
and thus the
system is overdetermined. One possible solution
to eq. (2) is to require that at any given time, at
most two voltages are non-rero. This solution
reduces the number of analog to digital converters
(ADCs) that are required to drive each mirror
from four to just two, but adds analog switches.
This approach shifts most ofthe complexity ofthe
servo design to the torque inversion problem.
There is no simple way of measuring the capacitances C(a.B), and thus some modeling simplifications have to be made. We can treat the
functions f(a.8) and g(a,/I) as empirical tables,
and by measuring the equilibrium voltages and
angles for a given discrete grid, we can populate
their values. However, for this procedure to be
effective the mirror needs to be driven beyond
snapdown angles, which can only be done under

to servo the mirror tb some angle past ;napdown.
The main performance parameten required from
the servo-controlled mirror are i) switching
t i m e 4 0 ms (mirror angle within 150 p d of target angle), ii) maximum angular deviation due to
noise less than 75 prad per axis, iii) noise
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angular noise of less than 150 wad. We use these
cl&d loop controlled mirrors Ln a free space
optical crossconneci, and achiebe switching time$
< lOms and opiical stability of better than 0 2dB
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Fig. 3. Comparison of switching under open loop and closed loop operation. The closed loop angular trajectory can exceed the snapdown angle and shows no ovenhoot.
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Fig. 4.

A colamap representation of the peak to peak noise under servo operation and for both axis

rejection and vibration immunity, iv) a finite
available control voltage of less than 85V.
We use state space te;hniquer to design B digital
controller uith full-state feedback A currcnt est,.
mator 15 used to estimate ihr angularposinon and
\cloeio. ofcach " o r axis In addition. u e include
an intebrator and a feedfoiward term to'comwnsate
far the-extra pole inrroduccd b) the intcgrarar [ 5 ]
\\'e choose thc controller polcs ai 200Hz U iih csu.
mator and integrator paler 4 to 6 time, faster, and
a damning ratio of I . uhich nrowdcs no anmlar
oversliaot A schematic repreientation of the-controller design is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Performance and optical switching under
sew0 control
The servo control coding was implrmcnred using
a IOOMHz 600FLOPS (32-bit floating pomt) dig!tal signal praccrsor (ADSP-21161$, uith micrfaces IO mullinle ADC and DACs (16 12 bit
resolution). Aft& code optimization, a single DSP
could servo 8 mirrors with a sampling rate of
2OKHa (or 16 mirrors at IOKHz).
A comparison between open and closed loop switching is shown in Fig. 3 for single axis switching.It is
obvious from ~s figure that the %NO conholler
removes the angular limitation impsed by the instability pBSt sna@own. The touchdown angle for this
axis is 10.3 degrees, and thus we were able to servo
successfully up to 75% of the angular range. The
maximum angle that can be achieved with such conholler is limited by the reduction of phase margin
caused by the finite sampling time combined with
the mirror moving in the unstable regime. other fscton. such as modeling imperfections, neglected resonances, etc. can contribute too. Despite the short
switching h e , the maximum voltage under servo
opetation never exceeds 85V
The most sbingent measure of success is the
steady state angular noise. In order to quantify
this, we record the peak angular noise around the
target anale over a period of several minutes, and
fo;a full-mc\h o f d g l c i spanning --7 degrees for
borh axes l%r noise \IS( recorded using the same
anmk l m s e iircutn Lsed for ceno control. and
this had an additiotd 2 s - 5 0 p a d noise coking
from this circuitry alone.
The peak-to-peak noise map is shown in Fig. 4.
The optical power stability requirement (<OS?)
mandates that the angle stability for a single mrTOT has to be better than 150 p a d around the target angle. This corresponds to a maximum of 300
0~~~~~~~~~~
~

wad oeak-to-oeak noise reouirement. a number
kasily'met by h i s controller A d plant.
Finally, we use two of these closed-loop controlled
m h K in a &e-space modular optical switch. The
distance between the mirrors is -2m and the beam
diameter is -2mm. Fig. S(a) shows a switching event
commanded to one mirror.The switching time, as
determined from the fiber-coupled o p t d p o w e r IS
of thc order of Sms, and 11 %as falrly lndependent of
the angular ruvlg (tluj IS expected in a closed-loop
d e r i d When both mirrors are under closed IOOD
con&[ and establishing a connectioq the fluc&tion9 in the optical power are ofthe order of 0.1-0.2
dB, very close to the targel values. This is shown in
Fig. 5@).
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Fig. 5 . (a) a singlemirror switching event as
observed through the fiber-coupled optical power
when two parts establish a connection. @) optical
power stability under a stable connection. The
anales used for these measurements were close to

We propose and demonstrate an effective model
of the insertion loss of single-stage optical crossconnects, which has application to improve the
speed and quality of connection training, to
reduce the size of the loss table, and to facilitate
maintenance.
1. Introduction
Only a very few optical switching technologies
are capable of achieving inputloutput Po? counts
in the range of lOOOxl000 and beyond. Among
the options, switch fabrics based an free-space
optical beam-steering have proven practical and
have been brought to market. There switches not
only provide high port count, but also achieve low
insertion loss, high connection-to-connection isolation, fast reconfiguration speed, and offer the
very high degree of bit-rate and format indfqendence that is characteristic of passive optics,

Beam-steering

switches

connections

gle stage because each of the individual inputs
and outputs may be set to a large number of states,
namely the angles to which the beam is steered.
The tradeoff for the relative ease of achieving
large port counts using beam-steering is the
increase in complexity of controlling the steering
mechanisms. To aid in training, targeting and "erifying connections, it can be useful to measure the
insertion loss attained for a connection and compare it to a reference (eg. minimum) insertion loss
for that connection. As the number of connections
grows quadratically with the number of U 0 ports,
n, training and verifying all connections o f a large
part count switch can be challenging and timeconsping: Storing the insertion loss values for
all n possible connections in the onboard memory of controllen may also be inconvenient and
costly when n is very large.
Here we introduce an effective model for the
insertion loss of single-stage, beam-steering optical switches and cross-connect network elements
that reduces the pumber of independent vanabler
docnbing the n insertion losjcs by a factor of
n 2. ConseuLenrlv. the model may be annlicd to
reduce the $re of ihe table representing hie insertion losses. Most important, it serves as a powerful tool to speed and increase the qnality, or
accuracy, of the connection training.
1. Loss Model
We consider a single-stage optical switch that has n

input ports and n output ports. As there is a unique
nath from every inmt (1)
. _to every. o m." (0)
. , far a
single-stage switch, there are a total of"' YO paths.
Each path has an associated optical insertion loss,
which we denote as 1;;.Here, i identifies the input
port and j identifies &e output port. Cansequenily,

. .

ron and their performanek in a free space optical
crossconnect. The mirrors can be driven well
beyond their snapdown angle with long term

permit

between very large numben ofports within a sin-

